Aiming at the cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) 
Introduction
Bayesian networks(BNs) [1] [2] are important tool for uncertainty knowledge representation and inference, Bayesian network structure learning is a research hotspot in the field of data mining in recent years. At present, most of the existing algorithms for Bayesian network structures learning can only be carried out under the sufficient data, but data is often lost or missing in the real world, the Bayesian network structure learning with insufficient data has more important theoretical significance and practical value. In recent years, the development and maturity of intelligent bionic algorithm greatly promotes the Bayesian network structure learning, Bayesian network structure learning algorithms based on artificial bee colony algorithm(ABCA), ant colony algorithm(ACA) and artificial fish swarm algorithm(AFSA) have been proposed, these algorithms can only make structure learning under sufficient data, the study on Bayesian network structure learning with insufficient data are little.
In this paper, we use cauchy mutation [3] to improve the cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) [4] , and then put forward cuckoo search algorithm based on cauchy mutation (CCSA). CCSA can speed up the later evolution process, improve the precision and avoid falling into local extremum. For Bayesian network structure learning with insufficient data, we come up with Bayesian network structure learning method with insufficient data based on CCSA(BNSL-ID-CCSA). Firstly, we adopt 2 K metric as evaluation measure. Secondly, we use expectation maximization(EM) algorithm to get mathematical expectation of each statistical factor based on the current optimal BN structure. Thirdly, we use posterior probability getting by reasoning to execute random sampling, and insert the relevant data, so insufficient data is converted into sufficient data. Finally, we use CCSA to continuously optimize structure of BN, the BNSL-ID-CCSA eventually converge to global optimal solution.
Cauchy Mutation Suitable for CSA
Definition 1 (mutation control factor  )
 indicates the degree of mutation effect, as you see in formula(1).
Among them, I is max iterations, at first iteration the value of  is 1, and at last iteration the value is 
Among them, , n is the number of cuckoo's nest and  is coefficient of mutation effect, usually value is 0.618. In this paper we add random disturbance item based on cauchy distribution to formula (2) on the basis of
, we make full use of interference of the current population information, the degree of interference decays gradually with the attenuation of mutation control factor  . So formula (2) can make optimal location of nest jump out of local extremum point and converge to the global extremum point, at the same time the convergence speed is improved. In addition, cauchy mutation has stronger ability of disturbance than gaussian mutation, through cauchy mutation we can obtain the global optimal solution of nest's position more quickly than gaussian mutation.
Cuckoo Search Algorithm with Cauchy Mutation

Description of Cauchy Mutation on CCSA
CSA uses Lévy flight mode to generate new position of nest, but this method is easy to cause some defects, such as slow convergence speed, falling into local extremum and low precision of optimization. So after the ith iteration completes, we should not let the nest position directly into the next iteration, but should determine whether the nest position meets mutation condition. When the optimal location of nest changes little for two consecutive times, we consider it satisfy the mutation condition and then perform cauchy mutation, otherwise directly enter into the next iteration. When the logical value of formula (3) is true, start the cauchy mutation, otherwise does not perform.
( 1 )
In formula (3),
is the fitness value of optimal nest position in the tth iteration,
is the fitness value of optimal nest position in the (t-1)th iteration,
()
is the fitness value of optimal nest position in the (t-2)th iteration,  is threshold(in this paper the value is 0.008).
Description of CCSA
Step 1 Initialize the nests, randomly generate the position of nests
n is the number of nests.
Step 2 According to fitness function () F it to calculate initial fitness value of each nest.
Step 3 The owner of each nest improves their own nest through Lévy flight mode, calculates the fitness value of each improved nest, compares to the former fitness value, and retains better quality nest according to greedy heuristics. The owner of nest improves the nest according to the formula (4).
Among them, t indicates the current number of iterations,  is control parameter of step length, the value obeys the standard normal distribution,  indicates the point to point multiplication, s is search path of lévy flight, that is the step length of flight, see formula(5). indicates the nest with the current optimal fitness value.
Step 4 Improve the nest with poor fitness value according to formula(6) with probability P (see Table 2 ).
( 1 ) (
Among them, rand is a random number between [0, 1],
is a nest near the
Step 5 Compare the improved nest with the nest which possesses the current optimal fitness value.
Step 6 Determine whether meet mutation start condition as shown in formula (3), if meet turn to step 7, otherwise, turn to step 8.
Step 7 Perform cauchy mutation according to formula (2).
Step 8 Perform step2~step7 until the maximum number of iterations, output the nest of optimum fitness value.
CCSA Performance Analysis
In order to verify the performance of the proposed CCSA, we choose four typical multimodal functions [5] [6] [7] (see Table 1 ) as test cases. The parameter settings of CCSA are shown in Table 3 . Experiments are performed on the computer with Intel Core i3, 4 GB of memory, Windows 7 operating system, and implemented by MATLAB programming. 
Bayesian Network Structure Learning with Insufficient Data Based on CCSA
In the BNSL-ID-CCSA, we preset parameters as follows: 
Data Completion in BNSL-ID-CCSA
Achieving data completion is through EM statistical parameters and random sampling interpolation. Firstly, we use the EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of the current optimal BN structure. Secondly, we complete data completion through random sampling interpolation. EM algorithm contains expectation (E-step) and estimation (M-step) two steps.
In the E-step, we estimate the sufficient statistical factor of unobserved data using probabilistic inference. Sufficient statistical factor is shown in formula (7). 
（7）
In formula(7), obs l i indicates variable observed from the l th instance, and it meets formula (8) . 
b s e rv a b le a n d || (
, EM algorithm iterative executes E-step and M-step based on the current optimal network structure o p tim a l S , finally the algorithm converges to an optimal parameters of the network structure.
Description of BNSL-ID-CCSA
The description of BNSL-ID-CCSA is as follows.
Step 1 Use EM algorithm to estimate I to get the current best network parameters o p tim a l  ;
Step 2 Use the conditional probability to execute random sampling, and then fill the missing value to get sufficient data co m I ;
Step 3 Use CCSA to get the optimal solution of the current data completion process, if meet the end condition(optimal score no longer changes in continuous  generations), turn to step 5; else turn to step 4;
Step 4 Select current optimal Bayesian network for the next data completion, CCSA optimization process. Turn to step 2;
Step 5 Output the optimal Bayesian network structure.
BNSL-ID-CCSA Performance Analysis
The experiment parameter setting is shown in Table 2 . In this paper in order to test the performance of BNSL-ID-CCSA we adopt standard ALARM network generator (http://genie.sis.pitt.edu/) [8] to generate sufficient data samples containing 1000, 2000, 3000 cases respectively. In each sufficient data sample we use MCAR mechanism to delete the value of some variables randomly, missing data respectively accounts for 10%, 20%, 30% of the total sample, thereby we obtain the inadequate training data set. Perform BNSL-ID-CCSA five times on inadequate training data set, the study results are shown in Table 3 . In Table 3 A is the number of additional arcs, D is the number of accidental removal arcs, R is mis-directed arcs, these three indicators indicate structure differences between the optimal network structure we learned and the standard structure. From Table 3 we can see, BNSL-ID-CCSA has stronger learning ability, in addition, structure differences and 2 K metric has no fixed relationship. In the case of the lower loss rate there are little changes in structure differences, this reflects the BNSL-ID-CCSA has good stability. 
Conclusions
In this paper, aiming at the disadvantages of basic CSA, we put forward cuckoo search algorithm with cauchy mutation(CCSA). For Bayesian network structure learning with insufficient data, we use EM algorithm and random sampling interpolation to realize data completion and use CCSA to optimize Bayesian network structure. Finally we put forward Bayesian network structure learning method with insufficient data based on CCSA(BNSL-ID-CCSA). The experimental results show that CCSA has good solving accuracy and speed and BNSL-ID-CCSA has good learning ability and stability.
